


ALL Participants and Observers Shall:
• Practice Good Hygiene

• Wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds.
• Use hand sanitizer (frequently) containing at least 60% alcohol.
• Avoid touching eyes, nose, mouth, face, etc.

• Cover Mouth and Nose with a Cloth Face Covering
• Mandatory for adult volunteers
• Encouraged for participants aged 10 and above
• Not required for players under the age of 10.

• Cover Coughs and Sneezes
• Use face covering/mask, tissue, or inside of elbow.
• Discard trash immediately.
• Wash hands. Again!

• Practice Social Distancing
• Stay at least six feet away, whenever possible, from individuals 

not from the same household.
• Stay home when possible, especially if family members are ill.
• Avoid contact with sick individuals if at ALL possible.
• Measure body temperature prior to each day/outing of activity.
• Don’t participate with a temperature or if feeling unwell.

• If ill, do not participate, and seek medical treatment.

• If “at risk,” consult a medical professional before play.
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THIS IS 
IMPORTANT.

GO BACK. READ IT 
TWICE.
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• Baseball is uniquely suited to “Socially Distanced” play, 
especially in a practice setting.

• Organized, outdoor, social interaction can really benefit 
children who are craving some sense of normalcy!

• Structured activity can provide a safe, controlled 
environment for community members in need.

• Closely following State Government’s Forward Virginia 
Phasing Guidelines, in consultation with health officials.

• In coordination with Arlington County Department of 
Parks & Recreation and the Centers for Disease Control.

• In cooperation with other local youth sports leagues.
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• There has always been risk in baseball. We can’t 
eliminate risk of illness or injury from the game.

• These protocols detail our best efforts to 
mitigate risk associated with playing baseball 
with ALL in Summer 2020.

• This must be a collaborative effort between the 
league, coaches, and families. These are our 
expectations, and coaches will do their best to 
follow. We support any coach’s right to remove 
a player, and any parent’s right to withdraw a 
player at any time of guidelines are not being 
followed and expectations are not being met.



Keep Your Immune System Strong!

• Hydrate.
• Before, During, and After Events
• Bring multiple waters, gatorades, etc.
• Clearly label ALL personal beverages.
• Keep food/drink items in equipment bag when not in use.
• DO NOT SHARE. Do not bring extra beverages for the team.

• Eat a Varied, Vitamin-Rich Diet.
• Fruits
• Vegetables

• Sleep.

• If food is needed at the field, bring your own. DO NOT SHARE!

• Avoid use of community water fountains if at ALL possible.
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ALL can help you find any gear you need.

Do not share bats (Unless Sanitized & Wiped Down).

Do not share helmets.

Do not share catcher’s equipment.

Do not share water.

Do not share snacks.

Do not pass go.

Do not collect $200.
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• No Team Snacks.

• No Seeds, No Gum, No Spitting

• No Capri-Suns.

• No Hi-C.

• No Sunny D.

• No Orange Slices.

• Play, Laugh, Go Home.
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Phase 1 of Forward Virginia has passed (for now). If 
circumstances force us to revert, it will be best to stay 
“Safe at Home” even though limited activities are 
possible in Phase 1.

Phase 2 of Forward Virginia takes us to:

Practices for groups of no more than ten 
individuals at a time.

Allows for expansion to full team practices 
upon evaluation of health data and the over-
ALL experience.

Phase 3 of Forward Virginia will allow:

Third Base – Intrasquad Scrimmages

Home Run – Modified Game Play (accounting 
for Social Distancing!)
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The league is making the following 
items available to ALL teams:

• Cloth Facial Coverings
• Disposable Gloves
• Hand Sanitizer
• Disinfectant Spray

Each player must have a bag for his/her 
own equipment. 

Because ALL is not charging for a summer 
season, families are encouraged to provide 

their own supply of these items in their 
player’s equipment bag.
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Adult volunteers will wear cloth facial coverings 
at practices and games.

Coaches may lower facial coverings when not in 
close proximity to others in order to drink water, 
Big Gulps, etc.

Adult spectators will be asked to wear cloth facial 
coverings at practices and games.

Youth 10 and over MAY wear facial coverings 
when on the field, and should wear them off the 
field, but facial coverings will not be required.

Youth participants under age 10 will not be asked 
to wear facial coverings, but may do so if desired 
by player/parent/medical professional.
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• Finding a proper fit can be prohibitive.
• Facial coverings can cause heat-related 

breathing issues in addition to discomfort.
• Facial coverings can trigger anxiety.
• Pre-existing conditions may prevent mask-

wearing, and we cannot demand this 
medical information from families.

• Facial coverings partially obscure vision, 
which increases injury risk.

• Children are likely to touch their faces more 
often with a facial covering on.

• Kids are less likely to wear a mask properly.
• The CDC and LLI recognize these barriers.
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All participants and spectators 
who plan to remain at the 
location MUST SELF-SCREEN.

Are you feeling healthy and well 
today? If anyone in the household 
says no, STAY HOME!

Take temperature. Any reading 
above 100.4 means STAY HOME!

Be ready to confirm that you have 
self-screened, are not running a 
fever, and are feeling healthy and 
well upon arrival at the field. 13



• Observe Social Distancing Guidelines!

• Maintain 10’ of space between ALL individuals at 
ALL times!

• Arrive no more than 5-10 minutes early.

• Verbally acknowledge to the team’s designee that 
ALL household participants self-screened for fever 
and are feeling healthy and well.

• No more than seven player participants per event.

• 2-3 volunteer coaches may be present.

• Parents may observe from the outfield or parking 
lot, within social distance guidelines.

• Individuals from the same household as a player 
may assist that player, but the total number of 
people involved in any portion of a practice must 
not exceed 10.

• No gum, no spitting, no sunflower seeds! 14



The ALL Training Committee, with the Board of Directors is creating 
and approving fun Skills Development Activities for four Socially 
Distanced segments of a 45-60 minute practice:

• Throwing

• Defense

• Hitting

• Baserunning

Coaches should use cones, buckets, or other equipment to show/tell 
kids where to position for stations and drills.

Hand-Sanitizing Breaks should be called between ALL activities (aim 
for four times per practice). If using team sanitizer, players must be in 
a single-file, distanced line.

If, at any point, a ball leaves the field of play, it should be retrieved by 
a player or coach participant only. If touched by another, it must be 
immediately be disinfected, and hands must be sanitized.

Sanitizer should be kept at an easily identifiable location.
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• Baseballs should be the only potentially 
shared equipment at any team event.

• Ball supply should be divided into 2 buckets.

• Each bucket is to be used for different drills.

• After use, when not in use, baseballs from one 
bucket should be immediately sprayed with 
disinfectant and left to dry until they are 
needed for the next station.

• ALL equipment must be disinfected after use.
• Team equipment should be 

disinfected by the coach or designee.
• Personal equipment should be 

disinfected by player or parent.
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• Should not be used during practices or 
games, except by one coach and one Socially 
Distanced co-coach or player, as needed.

• Team and Player Equipment should be 
distanced along fences, hung on or placed 
against the fence. (Each fence panel at most 
fields is ten feet long.)

• Utilize sanitizer breaks as you would water 
breaks, constantly reinforcing a Concept of 
the Day (which should always center on 
Social Distancing!).
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Half-Team Socially Distanced Practice Example

• Alternate use of the left side of the field with use of 
the right side of the field.

• If you enter on the first base side, throw in right field.

• After a Hand-Sanitizing break, designate a landmark 
for each player to stand on to await direction (third 
base, home plate, pitcher’s mound, etc.).

• Take IF/groundball reps on the left side of the field.

• Move back to right field for OF/fly ball practice.

• Use home plate and center field for hitting reps.

• Finish practice with baserunning. Three runners at a 
time start from different bases and run two bases 
each. Rest.

• Adapt as needed.
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(Practices/Games)
• No Team Meetings – They’re not listening 

anyway! (Just Kidding… Sort of.)
• No High Fives
• No Dogpiles
• No Handshake Lines
• No Chest Bumps
• No Team-Circle Cheers on 3
• No Group Wheel-Snipe-Celly-brations

Coaches or Team Parents should disinfect 
surfaces and do quick field maintenance.

Vacate fields promptly so that facilities may 
be sanitized for the next activity. E-mail 
your team your e-ffusive praise.
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Injuries (Practice/Game)
• In case of injury, a parent should tend 

to the player’s needs, removing the 
player from the field as soon as safe.

• If no parent is present, a coach 
(equipped with facial covering and 
gloves) should tend to the player.

• If an injured player is unable to leave 
the field with limited assistance, ALL 
players should distance along sidelines 
or remain in/return to their assigned 
areas outside the field of play.
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• This section will be further fleshed out by level as game 
play becomes possible and probable.

• Do not arrive more than 15 minutes before game time.

• Limit Pre-Game Activities
• No Batting Practice.
• No Infield/Outfield.
• No Plate Conference. (*If necessary, can be handled online.)
• Throwing Practice (AKA “Warming Up”) is okay.

• Just. Play.

• Players should exit the field between innings in an 
orderly manner, 10’ behind the player in front.
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• Each team should have 4-6 “game balls” (in decent shape, not 
new or pristine) ready for play.

• The defensive team is responsible for putting a new ball into play 
when needed or requested.

• A new ball should be put into play at least once per inning, and 
at the start of each inning.

• If a team “warms up” between innings, the same baseballs will be 
used for this process, disinfected after each inning change.

• Foul balls and wild pitches inside the field of play are to be 
retrieved by the defense. (At lower levels, a coach behind a net.)

• If, at any point, a ball leaves the field of play, it should only be 
retrieved by a player or coach participant. If touched by another, 
it must be immediately disinfected, and hands must be sanitized.
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• Dugouts should not be used, except by one coach and one Socially 
Distanced co-coach or player.

• Players must have an assigned area – behind fences – on benches, 
bleachers, or at the fence, and must remain in that area when not at bat, 
on defense, or otherwise directed.

• Equipment bags must be outside of the dugout, in each player’s assigned 
area, at all times. All belongings must remain in the bag when not in use.

• Players may bring their own chair, but are encouraged to stand!

• Base coaches must remain in the outfield grass, against a fence (if 
applicable), and at least 10’ away from any other individual.

• One coach or adult volunteer will own the duty of picking up bats and 
disinfecting them, as well as other gear. (Don’t get used to this, players!)

• Disinfectant products should be used with gloves, and stored out of the 
reach of players.

• Scorekeepers will need to be existing, background checked volunteers. 23



• Rosters will be allowed to stay small.

• No catchers.

• “Pitcher’s Poison” – Fielders will throw the ball back 
to the pitcher instead of first base.

• Fielders will play at least 6’ in front of the basepath.

• Runners should practice “banana” baserunning, 
taking good turns, remaining 10’ away from 
infielders while advancing.

• May take on more of a “Summer Sandlot” (pickup-
style) structure.
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• Teams may need to be redistributed/combined based on 
number of families interested.

• Catchers may crouch further from home plate, if desired.

• To be discussed with coaches:
• Starting a game with 8 players
• No uncaught third strikes
• No steals
• Limited pitch counts
• Run limits
• Continuous Batting Order



• Challengers will not resume this summer.

• These ALL-Stars are amazing and inspiring, 
and we are working on ways to Return to 
Play in Fall.

• There is simply too much touching and close 
interaction in a Challengers game to be able 
to play safely right now.

Put another way, there’s too much love in the 
way Challengers Play Ball!

We can’t wait to be on the field with you again.
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• “Plate” Umpire will call balls and strikes from 10’ 
behind the pitcher.

• Base Umpire (if present) will remain in the OF Grass.

• Bat Checks can be done each at-bat by asking hitters 
to show the “USA Baseball” sticker on their bats.

• Umpires will never touch baseballs. Balls will come 
into play from the defensive team’s dugout.

• Umpires can’t throw anyway…………..

• Further instruction will come from our Chief Umpire 
to the umpires.

• Umpires should wear cloth face-coverings.

• No game without an adult umpire can begin without 
an adult Game Coordinator.

• There will be ZERO questioning of any umpire’s call at 
any point for any reason this summer.
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• Shall be family members from the same 
household(s) as players. ONLY.

• Will watch from the outfield or parking 
lot, observing Social Distance Guidelines.

• Are asked to wear facial covering (adults).

• Shall remain inside of a 10’ space for the 
duration of the game.

• Must be responsible for siblings.

• Press Boxes will be locked, scoreboards off.
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The ALL Board will Continue to:
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• Schedule larger gaps between daily events at individual locations.

• Stagger events at locations with multiple fields.

• Provide instruction for waiting areas, entry and departure points at 
events.

• Be available and nearby for guidance if situations arise at the fields.

• Provide Playing Equipment and PPE to anyone who needs it.

• Work on fields without interacting with players and parents.

• Provide equipment to any participant who requests and needs it.

• Listen, adapt, and evolve with your feedback, needs, and concerns.



• Children’s lives and the well-being of 
their loved ones –This is too 
important to get wrong.

• Across the league, we will address 
inabilities to follow protocol as they 
come up, but after a certain number 
of failures, we won’t be able to 
provide this experience for anyone 
anymore.
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This presentation is a living document. 
We will continue to evolve with the 

science and the health data – locally, 
statewide, and nationally – as it 

becomes available. We are just as likely 
to adapt to your input as it comes in, so 
don’t hesitate to send us your feedback.

This is an important thing to do, and a 
good thing to do, but only if it is done 

right.

Thank you for your service to ALL 
children, athletes, and stars! 
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• Centers for Disease Control: Considerations for 
Youth Sports

• Little League International: Best Practices for 
Organizing, Playing, and Watching Little League 
Baseball and Softball During the Coronavirus 
Pandemic

• Little League International: Season 
Resumption Guide

• The Aspen Institute: Project Play

• The World Health Organization

• Forward Virginia

• Children's Mercy: Recommendations for a Safe 
Return to Sport and Physical Activity...
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/youth-sports.html
https://www.littleleague.org/player-safety/coronavirus-update/season-resumption-guide/
https://www.littleleague.org/player-safety/coronavirus-update/season-resumption-guide/
https://www.aspenprojectplay.org/return-to-play
https://www.who.int/
https://www.virginia.gov/coronavirus/forwardvirginia/
https://www.childrensmercy.org/health-and-safety-resources/information-about-covid-19-novel-coronavirus/returning-to-community-activities/recommendations-for-a-safe-return-to-sport-and-physical-activity-after-covid-19/

